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Star Thermoplastics Introduces New StarSoft™ Product 

 
New plastic material offers superior comfort and shock absorption 

BROADVIEW, IL — Star Thermoplastics is proud to announce the release of new offerings of their StarSoft™ 

thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs); these cushioning gel materials combine extraordinary softness with shock-

absorbing properties.  

These newly developed materials combine some of the most valuable attributes characteristic of TPE in a format 

ideal for several key industries. In particular, StarSoft TPEs are ideal for use in sports equipment, gel bike seats, 

and shoe inserts. They are also ideal materials for use with medical models and adult novelties that require life-

like anatomical simulation.  

In its pelletized form, Star Thermoplastics can produce the material with a Shore Hardness of OO. New methods 

allow for the pelletization of many Shore Hardness OOO StarSoft TPEs as well. Additionally, Star 

Thermoplastics can deliver StarSoft with Shore Hardnesses of either OO or OOO in slabs or slurry, allowing 

consumers to benefit from the better grip and low-tack surface in the form that best suits their manufacturing 

process. 

“For Star Thermoplastics, every business interaction is an opportunity to solve a customer’s problem. Over the 

past 25 years, customers have challenged us to develop new TPE technology solutions to these problems. StarSoft 

is the result of groundbreaking research into ultra-soft plastics – a TPE gel that performs and processes 

remarkably well in a variety of applications.” 

– Tom Dieschbourg, President and CEO. 

The company is showcasing the material at the NPE tradeshow on May 7th - 11th, at Booth S37075. The Plastics 

Show is the most important event of the plastics industry, bringing suppliers, manufacturers, designers and end-

users together to find new and exciting future materials. 

About Star Thermoplastic Alloys & Rubbers, Inc. 

Star Thermoplastics is an ISO 9001 certified company that supports the growth and innovation of American 

manufacturing by developing innovative thermoplastic elastomer solutions. The company creates strong, flexible 

TPE materials for use in food and beverage packaging, automotive components, sports equipment, construction 

equipment and supplies, children's toys, medical devices, and cabling jackets.  

Star Thermoplastics' materials are a durable, affordable replacement for PVC, silicone, and natural rubber. The 

company's 100 million pound-capacity, 100,000 square-foot manufacturing facility is ideally placed to serve 

converters throughout the United States, North America, and worldwide. 

For more information, contact Jennifer Tomes: (708) 343-1100 
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